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Introduction 
Recently, China’s digital public and its connections to socio-cultural values and political-economic 
circumstances have received increased attention from mass media outlets. Here, digital culture in China is 
often portrayed as controlled and restricted in Information access, in cultural representation and individual 
choice. In November 2008, a news release from the Chinese government about the decision to classify 
Internet addiction (defined as spending more than 6 hours per day online) a clinical disorder, for example, 
sparked an outcry of both indignation and amusement across Western mass media outlets. Amongst others, 
trendspotting1 speculates that the roots of the phenomena of Internet addiction in China steam from the 
“Chinese dream… as more and more Chinese are exposed to the Internet” and suggests that “in contrast to 
‘WorldWarII’ immigrants to the United States aspiring the American dream, Chinese people need not 
physically immigrate to an unknown country.”  
 
Overlooked in these hyped stories about governmental restrictions are actual places of Internet access and 
the role they play in the lives of Chinese youth. Previous research has highlighted that Internet cafes, for 
example are places for youth to be youth [14], to engender identity beyond limited dormitory space, 
crowded homes, removed from parental disapproval and connected to a myriad of digital and physical 
resources [8]. What this leaves us with, then, is to provide a more nuanced way of describing the ways in 
which digital media become meaningful in relation and opposition to socio-cultural discourses and 
ideologies. How do Chinese youth, who are not only connected to imaginary elsewheres through the 
Internet, but increasingly so travel, study and live in places abroad, position themselves in between national 
politics and “Western” interpretations thereof? How do emergent forms of digital media spaces in China 
such as online networking sites, online gaming and blogs become meaningful for cultural and national 
identity building beyond their immediate purpose as leisure and communication tools? 
 
During the summer months of 2007 and 2008, we conducted ethnographic research on digital entertainment 
and online gaming culture2 and its spatial, social and economic contexts in urban China (see [8, 9] for 
details on methods and findings). What we found were gaming practices that were embedded in pragmatic 
and socio-economic concerns of players, such as maintaining and extending one’s social network (guanxi 
wang) and utilizing gaming spaces to gain valuable social and economic resources so valuable in China’s 
current economic climate [11]. Anthropologist Thomas Malaby insightfully pointed out that “…[games] are 
certainly, at times, productive of pleasure, but they can also be productive of many other emotional 
states”[10]. In line with Malaby’s observations, an important aspect of understanding the complexities of 
online sociality and digital entertainment in China required understanding the technology’s role within its 
material, social, economic, as well as historical contexts. 
 
Technological Histories: The Californian Ideology 
The online game World of Warcraft (WoW) was produced by Blizzard Entertainment based in California, a 
company in many ways entangled with what Barbrook and Cameron famously termed the “Californian 
Ideology.” The Californian Ideology emerged, as Barbrook and Cameron suggested, at the intersection of 
technological advancement, techno-utopianism and political ideologies of a free market economy of the 
post-60s. As such it is a “loose alliance of writers, hackers, capitalists and artists from the West Coast of 

                                                
1 The Chinese Dream versus the American Dream: Chinese and US online surveys. In trendspotting online magazine, 

November 29th, 2007, http://www.trendsspotting.com/blog/?p=258 

2 In this paper in particular we focus on our findings on the online game World of Warcraft. 



the USA… a bizarre fusion of the cultural bohemianism of San Francisco with the hi-tech industries of 
Silicon Valley.” What the Californian Ideology produced were not merely documents and tools such as 
Wired magazines, immersive interfaces and digital spaces (although Linden’s Second Life or Google’s 
palette of online software tools might appear at first to function as solely that), but also a particular lifestyle 
uniting digital modes of consumption and production [3]. What this suggests is that the technologies 
produced, then, are simultaneously tool for and symbol of an imagined community of practitioners and 
users who become representatives for political ideologies on a larger scale – e.g. the nation. 
 
Less attention, however, has been paid to the ways in which other localities imagine themselves in relation 
or contradiction to these lifestyles once these material and ideological products of the West begin to travel, 
or as Barbrook and Cameron highlighted: The Californian Ideology was developed by a group of people 
living within one specific country with a particular mix of socio-economic and technological choices. Its 
eclectic and contradictory blend of conservative economics and hippy radicalism reflects the history of the 
West Coast – and not the inevitable future of the rest of the world.” In our work, then, we were intrigued by 
the question of what kinds of relationships Chinese youths develop socially, economically and 
ideologically to a game like World of Warcraft. What else is being produced besides in-game expertise and 
knowledge about what to make of an emergent online sociality? 
 
Gaming culture and ideologies in China’s Internet cafes 
Common practice among Chinese youths is to play online games such as World of Warcraft in Internet 
cafes, neighborhood-level institutions, sharing in-game experiences while socializing face-to-face [14]. For 
Chinese youth, this public entertainment scene often constituted sites of negotiation and contest of what it 
meant to be Chinese and perform Chineseness within and beyond China. Many youths we met in the 
Internet cafes engaged in discussions about in-game’s graphics, well-drawn animations, landscapes and 
architecture with fellow players sitting next to them, pointing to their own or to the computer screens of 
their neighboring players. At times, players could then acquire skills through these informal conversations 
with others such as in-game tactics or how to succeed in a challenging in-game task. More importantly, 
though, these repeated social encounters were part and parcel of what it meant to participate in the gaming 
culture of the Internet cafe. Learning how to become a legitimate player in the Internet cafe, for example, 
meant to engage in socio-cultural discourses that surrounded game play, thus learning “how to talk in the 
manner of full participants” [7]. A common practice of talking about the game, for example, was to relate 
to it as an American game. Players often told us stories about others’ experiences on foreign game servers 
or about their own interpretations of what it meant to play an “American” game. Although these stories 
varied in their details, certain key aspects were brought up repeatedly. One of the recurrent themes was that 
WoW provided a “glimpse” into Western culture, especially through the in-game graphics and the game’s 
story. Changming, a 21-year-old student from Beijing University, for example, noted:  
 
I learned several things about the West. WoW has a Western story, which is different from Eastern stories 
and history… The game belongs to the whole Western culture. The races [character types] are an example. 
Some races like gnomes, dwarves and elves… are described in European myths. Their dragons are 
different than ours. Western dragons are evil while Chinese dragons stand for happiness. Mages, druids, 
and so on originate from Western myths, and are relevant to the whole Western myth of the story. This 
game, in the aspect of using Western myths, is very successful... If there is only fighting in the game, it is 
less interesting. The key is that a large story background supports the whole game. 
 
What comes to the fore in Changming’s comment is that, although playing in the Internet café was 
understood as something Chinese and something that Chinese people do, it was crucial for a full participant 
in the communities of practice around game play in the Internet café to understand and engage the referents 
made to American culture. At the same time, being a full participant in the Internet café culture also gave 
raise to opportunity to imagine and talk about American culture. Anthropologist Aihwa Ong observed 
similar phenomena in Chinese karaoke bars, describing them as places that at times constituted “a 
[imaginary] way of leaving China… by participating in the ‘cultural market’ that has emerged in [China’s] 
coastal cities” [11]. Reflections on American game play and subsequently American lifestyle became 
particularly evident in cases when players created accounts on American game servers. Although many of 
the players we met and who had created game accounts on severs abroad mentioned that they rarely 
interacted with American players, mostly because of language barriers, a certain image penetrated the 



overall perception of the game style and attitude on foreign servers. Jien, for example, had played on 
American servers: I have tried to play on American servers before. The most different thing is the suzhi 
(direct translation: quality; we encountered it as understood in terms of socio-economic standing and 
personality traits) of the player. It’s more chaotic on the mainland server. When distributing the equipment, 
Chinese players have lots of quarrels, while the players on the American server do it in a more organized 
way. 
 
Shaoxiong remembered similar experiences on the foreign server: On the net there are a lot of these 
instances (cheating). Especially in China right now with the quality of life, definitely more than in Europe 
or America. Because in those areas there are more net etiquettes. There are a lot of rip off things, where 
you perceive it a certain way, but it’s not how it is. This is going on in China, because Chinese people find 
money something very important, because it’s just becoming industrialized, it’s a little bit more chaotic.  
 
Rui described how he could immediately distinguish Chinese players amongst others on a foreign server: 
There were a lot of Chinese people playing on the American server at this time. I would ask some of the 
higher leveled Chinese players and asked them how to kill this and how to do that. Some of them came with 
me to kill monsters. If you are on an American server and you run into a Chinese person you know him... 
you are connected, you have something in common. 
 
For Rui not surprisingly, the shared cultural background resembled connectedness and closeness. What is 
remarkable in these accounts is how foreign online spaces were imagined as displaying higher moral and 
ethical values in game play, referred to by players as suzhi (quality) people and play style. Previous 
research on online gaming in America and Europe has reported cheating practices in online games [13] and 
instabilities of guilds [4] quite similar to the ways in which Chinese players we talked to rendered their own 
experiences on the Chinese servers. What, then, gave rise to this embellished image of the foreign player? 
What we begin to see, here, is that participating in the gaming culture of the Internet café provided 
opportunity to imagine and talk about American culture. What the quotes above show is that through 
reflecting upon what game play on American servers might mean, players also discussed and reflected on 
gaming practices on Chinese servers. By this we do not mean to suggest that Chinese players aspired 
towards an American life style and/or wanted to become “like” American game players. Rather, what this 
shows are ways in which Chinese players positioned themselves and their gaming practices in the Internet 
cafe in relation to their perceptions of American (gaming) culture. 
 
Shaoxiong linked behavior on Chinese game servers, e.g. “there are a lot of these (cheating) instances”, to 
his understanding of China’s socio-economic situation, e.g. “especially in China right now with the quality 
of life…” Drawing these connections also made it possible for players to correlate perceived behavior on 
American game serves with American culture, which were both rendered as more “stable” and “ethical” 
than their Chinese counterparts. Becoming a full participant in the communities of practice in the Chinese 
Internet cafe, then, did not only stimulate reflection on Chinese lifestyle, but also engagement with what the 
American communities of practice around game play might be like. Here, material and spatial aspects of 
gaming evolve in relation [12] to socio-cultural concerns such as China’s position in regards to other 
nations and cultures. The positioning of the game in relation to its imagined cultural origins, the West, was 
meaningful exactly because it provided not only opportunity to share gaming expertise in the Internet cafe, 
but also taught about broader socio-cultural concerns of China’s position in relation and or opposition to 
the West [5, 11]. The Internet cafe thus was rich of an emergent sociality where reflections on Chinese 
versus Western lifestyle propagated. Becoming a “legitimate” player in the Internet cafe, thus, entailed 
participating in the communities of practice as described above, which involved both understanding the 
traditions of the local gaming culture in the cafe as well as the game’s position in China as a cultural 
referent to lifestyle elsewhere.  
 
Conclusion 
Online gaming in China is often correlated in the West with practices of gold farming, or selling in-game 
currency to players for real money in online games [6]. Lisa Nakamura, for example, has highlighted how 
gold farming became a stand-in for “Chineseness” among American game players leading to cultural 
stereotyping and online racism through machinima (fan-created video) production. As Nakamura’s 
machinima producers positioned themselves in relation to Chinese game players in order to make meaning 



of their own gaming experiences, so did the Chinese game players when describing their experiences on 
American game servers. They explained to us, as explicated earlier, how foreign game spaces displayed 
higher moral and ethical values in game play (e.g. less cheating and better collaboration) and a more 
orderly and structured play style. They reasoned that the less “advanced” play style in China stemmed from 
the current political and socio-economic climate and, as some of the players whom I talked to put it, “lower 
quality of life” and the “lack of trust in strangers and competitive crowds of the public.” What be begin to 
see, then, is a technology space that not only constituted a tool for leisure practice and entertainment, but 
perhaps even more importantly began to simultaneously represent and help construct “Chineseness” in 
contrast to the game’s imagined cultural origins, the West.  
 
What is being produced in these encounters with American online gaming culture aren’t imitations of a 
lifestyle elsewhere nor are these the outcomes of homogenization or Americanization, a story that’s often 
been told when explicating impacts of the processes of globalization [1]. Rather, what is emerging is a 
digital scene crafted on is own terms, however also in relation to the heritages of the technology’s designs 
and ideologies.    
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